Give your animals their own sanctuary and make them feel at home!

The Galápagos Islands are a volcanic archipelago near the Pacific equator where animals rule the land! A natural sanctuary for some of the most extraordinarily exotic and diverse animal species on the planet. Galápagos harbors its many colorful creatures who have quickly adapted to their distinct habitats.

CALL: 1 (805) 695-2505 X 107
EMAIL: sales@galapagospet.com

Catch us Online!

galapagospet.com

About Galápagos Islands

About Our Products

We take special care in working with the finest materials. We spend extra time sieving, washing, and cleaning our products so they are 100% safe. We pride ourselves on the care we put into our products - cleaning and preserving them to ensure consistent, long-lasting beauty.

About Our Bags

Compatible Species Features & Benefits on the Back!

Catch us Online!
**Why Terrarium BEDDINGS?**

**Floor Cover**
Cypress Mulch, Jurassic Fir Bark, and Tropicoco Husk
Provide a natural wood substrate as the foundation for your reptile’s terrarium. These woods not only look great but ease the shedding process by providing rougher textures to start the shed and increased humidity to ensure the smoothest shed.

**Cleanliness**
Mossy Crashpad and Coco Fiber Crashpad
Offer an alternative to traditional bedding with their easy to clean surface and little to no risk of impaction. The soft surface allows even the most delicate animal a natural bedding option.

**Burrowing**
Aspen Digs and Tropicoco Husk provide soft, clean burrowing substrates for both tropical and arid species. These substrates provide burrowing animals the safety and security they need.

**Cleanliness Floor Cover Burrowing**

---

![Image of various terrarium bedding materials]
Why Terrarium MOSSES?

**Shedding**
Green & Blond Sphagnum Moss increase tank humidity to make shedding a breeze. Healthy shedding leaves beautiful new scales.

**Hydrate**
Sheet Moss is an amphibian essential! Moss naturally holds the moisture in tropical forests, providing humidity, which allows Frogs to drink.

**Hiding**
Snakes, Lizards, and Geckos love hiding underneath Pillow Moss because it keeps them hydrated and away from natural predators.
Why Terrarium HIDES?

**Safety**
Mossy Caves and Mossy Hides provide multiple safe, secure hiding places in your reptile’s terrarium, which are necessary for the overall health of the animal. These safe areas reduce stress, add enrichment, and give them a place to relax from predators.

**Humidity**
Mossy Hides increase humidity by retaining water and releasing it back into the air. Many species rely on high humidity to hydrate and shed properly.
Why Terrarium ACCESSORIES?

**Food & Water**

Bamboo and Wood Dishes are made from natural pieces of fallen wood and bamboo. Crafted into food and water dishes to help add a finishing touch to your terrarium. Each dish is unique in shape and color which makes them a perfect centerpiece.

**Enjoyment**

Reptile Rope Ladder and Terrarium Cling accessories provide plenty of personality and customization to your terrarium. Both of which help build a friendly and enjoyable environment.

**Enrichment**

Mossy Sticks, Jungle Wood, and Spider Wood

A variety of accessories help stimulate your reptiles mind with diverse textures, scenery, and things to do. The enrichment that these decorations produce help improve your reptiles emotional and physical health.

---

**Enrichment Food & Water**

**Enjoyment**

**Food & Water**

**Enrichment**
Cypress Tank-Mulch
Natural Cypress Bedding
for Humidity-Loving Reptiles

Perfect Bedding For:

- Keeps and improves humidity
- Rough sides help with shedding
- Great for snakes, skinks, invertebrates, tarantulas, and other reptiles

Stand-up Pouch 8 Qt. Bag - 6/Cs
Tropicoco Soil
Coconut Soil Bedding
for Tropical Reptiles, Invertebrates, Amphibians & live Plants

Perfect Bedding For:
- Expands to 8 qts
- Extremely high quality
- Provides humidity and burrowing substrate
- Great for bioactive vivariums
- Great for frogs, salamanders, and other invertebrates
Jurassic Fir Bark
Natural Fir Bark Bedding
for Humidity-Loving Reptiles

Perfect Bedding For:

- Keeps and improves humidity
- Rough sides help with shedding
- Large pieces make impaction much less likely
- Great for snakes, skinks, invertebrates, tarantulas, and other reptiles
Tropicoco Husk
Coconut Husk Bedding
for Tropical Reptiles & Amphibians

Perfect Bedding For:
- Keeps and improves humidity
- Rough sides help with shedding
- Very few suppliers carry Coconut Husk
- Great for snakes, skinks, invertebrates, tarantulas, and other reptiles
Aspen Digs
Natural Aspen Beddings for Burrowing Reptiles

Perfect Bedding For:
- Great burrowing substrate for colubrids (king snakes, milk snakes, corn snakes, hognose, etc)
- Inexpensive
- Low amount of dust
- Easy to clean & replace
CrashPad Coco Fiber Terrarium Liner for All Reptiles & Amphibians

- Natural coco fiber liner
- Bottom side has a light latex coating which allows for a smoother surface
- Great for leopard geckos, bearded dragons, skinks, invertebrates, and more!

CrashPad Mossy Terrarium Liner for All Reptiles & Amphibians

- Natural moss attached to a mesh
- Cut to needed size
- Increases humidity and provides a natural look
- Mount to back to use as a background
- Great for crested geckos, chameleons, anoles, and other tropical species

Use under all beddings!
Sheet Moss

Decorative Sheet of Real Moss for Tropical & Forest Tanks

Perfect Moss For:

- Increases humidity
- Adds natural look to terrarium
- Cover parts of the ground to create “grass”
- Attach or mount to wood and other decor to create natural looking decor out of anything
Pillow Moss
Decorative Clumps of Real Moss
for Tropical & Forest Tanks

Perfect Moss For:
- Increases humidity
- Adds natural look to terrarium
- Create “hills” of moss that add texture and variety
- Stimulation with climbing and exploring new landscapes
Perfect Moss For:

- Royal Pillow Moss
- Decorative Clumps of Real Moss for Tropical & Forest Tanks

- Increases humidity slowly by absorbing large amounts of water and releasing it over time
- Center piece of tank with vibrant green colors, texture, and large size
- Great for any reptile
Terrarium Sphagnum Moss
5-Star Premium Golden Sphagnum
for Enhanced Humidity & Shedding

Perfect Moss For:

- Holds humidity better than any other moss
- Wet and place in moss hides/caves to create a humid hide
- Does not mold
- Antifungal properties
- Reduces odor
Terrarium Sphagnum Moss

5-Star Premium Green Sphagnum for Enhanced Humidity

Perfect Moss For:

- Increases humidity
- Adds natural look to terrarium
- Hang from woods or place on top of birdhouse/caves
Perfect Moss For:

- Natural Spanish Moss
- Controls Tropical & Wetland Humidity

- Nickname “Old Man’s Beard”
- Naturally hang it from branches, caves, and birdhouses
- Hang from Spiderwood to create “bonsai” trees
- Aesthetic use, does not hold humidity

Spanish Moss
150ml Macro Mini Bag - 12/CS
Perfect Moss For:

Natural Reindeer Moss

Comfy Mossy Bedding for Amphibians and Frogs

- Grows in arid environments naturally but can be used in tropical terrariums
- Spongy, cloud-like texture
- Use as a foreground or background fence
- Not messy like other mosses

Reindeer Moss
150in3 Header Mini Bag - 12/CS
Marimo Moss Balls
A perfect accessory for Salt & Fresh Water Tanks

- Unique shape and vibrant green color create a naturalistic aquarium environment
- Easiest aquarium plant to keep with no special lighting, CO2, or fertilizers
- Many fish will graze on food or microfauna caught on the surface of the moss ball
- Help oxygenate the aquarium while improving water quality and reducing algae by removing nitrogen and phosphate
MossVine
for Climbing & Hanging

- Wire wrapped in moss allows flexibility
- Create vines for arboreal geckos and chameleons
- Secure it to wood pieces to create perches for snakes and larger lizards
- Cut to fit or use for multiple terrariums
**H Spider Wood**

*Beautiful, Unique, Natural tree root*

**IN TERRARIUM**
- Create a tree by burying the base of the wood and hanging Spanish moss from the limbs
- Perfect for climbing, exploring, and great for a basking spot
- Ideal for smaller lizards, snakes, amphibians, tarantulas, and invertebrates

**IN BIRDS**
- Instead of a single width perch that forces the bird to grip to match, spider wood’s natural variance in branches allows the birds to choose what width best suits them
- Great for finches, parakeets, lovebirds, and other small to medium birds

**IN AQUARIUM**
- Create a multidimensional landscape with an ancient tree
- Attach java/flame moss or other tropical plants to enhance the naturalistic landscape
- Plecos chew the wood to aid digestion and grind down continually growing teeth
- NOTE: Soak before placing in tank as woods naturally have tannins (non-toxic) but will dye water a tea color. Soaking multiple times will eliminate the majority of tannins.
Sinkable Driftwood for all Terrariums & Aquariums

- Perfect Accessory For:
  - Malaysian Driftwood
  - Create a natural aquascape and provide cover for aquarium inhabitants
  - Plecos enjoy eating this wood and it naturally reduces pH
  - Attach moss and other aquarium plants using fishing line

**Drift Wood**
- Small 6”-10” - 6/CS
- Large 18”-24” - 1/CS
- Huge 35”-47” - 1/CS
- Medium 11”-13” - 6/CS
- Extra Large 27”-34” - 1/CS
- Medium Large 14”-16” - 6/CS

**Barcodes**
- 7 59834 05284 5
- 7 59834 05285 2
- 7 59834 05286 9
- 7 59834 05287 6
- 7 59834 05288 3
- 7 59834 05289 0
For Arid & Desert Terrariums

Cut to fit any size terrarium
Create a tree by burying the base of the wood and hanging Spanish Moss from the limbs
Perfect for climbing, exploring, and great for a basking spot
Ideal for smaller lizards, snakes, amphibians, tarantulas, and invertebrates
Note: Not for aquarium use
Cholla Wood Branches
for lower Aquatic pH & Desert Terrarium tanks!

Perfect Accessory For:

IN TERRARIUMS
- Large basking spot for small to medium lizards such as bearded dragons, skinks, and juvenile iguanas
- Climbing decor for scorpions, tarantulas, sand boas, and invertebrates

IN AQUARIUMS
- Sinks within two weeks
- The natural holes are perfect for planting java fern, anubias, and other aquarium plants
- Use fishing line to secure java and flame moss
- Plecos and shrimp love eating cholla wood

Naturally harvested cactus skeleton
Perfect Accessory For:

A Jungle Wood
Naturally Exotic, and Twisted Jungle Wood

- Brown Jungle Wood
  - Appx 2Ft" - 6/CS
  - Appx 5Ft" - 6/CS
  - Appx 3Ft" - 6/CS
  - Appx 2Ft" - 6/CS

- White Jungle Wood
  - Appx 2Ft" - 6/CS
  - Appx 5Ft" - 6/CS
  - Appx 3Ft" - 6/CS
  - Appx 2Ft" - 6/CS

• Strong, natural wood allows climbing and perches for arboreal geckos, chameleons, and frogs
• Hang mosses to create a more natural habitat and increase humidity
• Use it to hold up basking bark or mosses to create secure hiding places
**Bamboo Humidifier**
Ideal for Woodland Reptiles & Amphibians

- Fill with wet sphagnum moss to increase humidity
- Fill with soil and use to plant ferns, bromeliads, and other terrarium plants

Because it is warped bamboo and under pressure it WILL crack. This is natural and will not cause any problems.

**Bamboo Hide**
Ideal for Woodland Reptiles & Amphibians

**Bamboo Hide Tube**
18" - 6/CS

Item 50705340
Item 50705341
Item 50705440

**Bamboo Humidifier**
6" Tall - 6/CS

Item 50705340
Item 50705341
Cork Bark
Ideal for Woodland, Jungle, & Desert Terrariums

- Cut to fit any size terrarium
- Secure in place to create a bridge, perch, basking spot, and shelter all in one
- Lean against back or side of tank to create a ramp and hiding place.
- Perfect for invertebrates, tarantulas, amphibians, snakes, and lizards
Terrarium Clings

Fits on the outside of terrariums

- High quality images
- Can peel off and reapply
- No adhesives needed
- Cover the back of your terrarium to create safety and reducing stress

Aquarium Clings

Window Cling Woodland
11.125" x 36" - 6/CS

Window Cling Arid
11.125" x 36" - 6/CS

Window Cling Tropical
11.125" x 36" - 6/CS

Window Cling Mangrove
11.125" x 30" - 6/CS

Window Cling Aquatic Plants
11.125" x 30" - 6/CS
A Perfect Accessory For:

Natural Water Dishes
Made with Real Wood & Bamboo!

- Sequoia Dish
  Appx. 6.5" - 6/CS
  Item 50705450

- Yosemite Dish
  Appx. 14" - 6/CS
  Item 50705451

- Yellowstone Dish
  Appx. 10" - 6/CS
  Item 50705452

- Bamboo Single Dish
  Appx. 11" - 6/CS
  Item 50705460

- Bamboo Double Dish
  Appx. 16" - 6/CS
  Item 50705461

- Sealed to prevent water damage
- Crafted from naturally fallen wood and bamboo making each piece one of a kind
- Warm colors make each dish an ideal centerpiece
- Flat base to stabilize dish and heavy duty to prevent tipping
Perfect Accessory For:

- **Aquarium Sea Glass**
  - Unique Freshwater and Saltwater Bedding!

- **Deep Sea Blue Sea Glass**
  - 4lb Bag - 6/CS

- **Frosted White Sea Glass**
  - 4lb Bag - 6/CS

- **Atlantic Mix Sea Glass**
  - 4lb Bag - 6/CS

- **Cold Blue Sea Glass**
  - 4lb Bag - 6/CS

- **Chartreuse Sea Glass**
  - 4lb Bag - 6/CS

- **Pacific Sea Glass**
  - 4lb Bag - 6/CS

- Accent aquarium decor for a unique look
- Line woods and plants to create miniature gardens
- Use as a substrate for betta fish
Natural Stones for all Terrariums & Aquariums

A Perfect Accessory For:

- Accent water dishes for a unique look
- Line woods and decor to create miniature gardens
- Use for turtles, salamanders, invertebrates, and other amphibians

Black Stone 4Lb Bag - 6/CS
White Stone 4Lb Bag - 6/CS
Red Stone 4Lb Bag - 6/CS
Tiger’s Eye Stone 4Lb Bag - 6/CS
Mixed Stone 4Lb Bag - 6/CS
Sedona Stone 4Lb Bag - 6/CS

A Natural Stones for all Terrariums & Aquariums
Mossy Bark
for Humidity seeking Reptiles

Perfect Accessory For:

- Secure in place to create a bridge, perch, basking spot, and shelter all in one.
- Lean against back or side of tank to create a ramp and hiding place.

Basking Bark
for Heat seeking Reptiles

A

Mossy Bark
for Humidity seeking Reptiles

A
Mossy Sticks
for climbers in all Terrariums & Aviaries

IN TERRARIUMS
- Hang from branches or the top of the tank to provide a lifted hiding place for arboreal geckos, lizards, invertebrates, tarantulas, and snakes

IN BIRDS
- Use as natural bird perches
- Match with our moss covered birdhouses
- Can use moss on sticks to build nests

Natural moss covered wood

Mossy Perch
for climbers in all Terrariums & Aviaries

Perfect Accessory For:

IN TERRARIUMS
- Hang from branches or the top of the tank to provide a lifted hiding place for arboreal geckos, lizards, invertebrates, tarantulas, and snakes

IN BIRDS
- Use as natural bird perches
- Match with our moss covered birdhouses
- Can use moss on sticks to build nests

Natural moss covered wood

Natural moss covered PVC
Flexible Bridge
for Canopy Access & Vertical Exploration

- Twist, roll, and warp to fit any style or size terrarium
- Create ramps for lizards, snakes, invertebrates, and amphibians
- Secure it to decor pieces and create bridges
- Helps to enrich and promote exploration
Mossy Hides
for Reptiles, Amphibians, and Small Birds

IN TERRARIUMS
- Wet to create a hide to aid in shedding and general humidity
- Keep dry as an attractive piece of decor for non-humid species
- Cut out bottom of houses for easy access to animal
- Ideal for leopard geckos, snakes, amphibians, invertebrates, and more

IN BIRD ENCLOSURES
Use as natural bird perches
- Match with our moss covered birdhouses
- Can use moss on sticks to build nests
- Remove the top of the larger birdhouses to create hanging planters

Perfect Accessory For:
- Reptiles
- Amphibians
- Small Birds

Shack Vined Hide 6” x 8” - 6/CS
Item 50756026

Rimmed Bungalow Hide 6” x 7” - 6/CS

Raindrop Vined Hide 6” x 10” - 6/CS

Maison Hide 7” x 7” - 6/CS
Mossy Caves
for Hiding & Humidity

• Hang from branches or the top of the tank to provide an lifted hiding place for arboreal geckos, lizards, and snakes
• Remove chains and flip upside down for a natural moss humidity hide
• Plant Tillandsias (Air Plants) and other terrarium plants on the outside of the cave
• Fill with soil to plant ferns and bromeliads
• Can also be used as a hanging planter
• Remove chain and secure on top of spider wood to create an arboreal hide for crested and gargoyle geckos
Mossy Dome
for Shelter, Humidity & Refuge

Perfect Accessory For:

- Wet to create a hide to aid in shedding and general humidity
- Keep dry as an attractive piece of decor for non-humid species
- Different sizes allow use for many different species and a variety of tank sizes
- Ideal for leopard geckos, snakes, amphibians, invertebrates, and more

Fits Perfectly in the Corner
Sapa Corner Hide
for Shelter, Humidity & Refuge

Fits Perfectly in the Corner

- Wet to create a hide to aid in shedding and general humidity
- Keep dry as an attractive piece of decor for non-humid species
- Provides security, shade, and safety while looking natural
- Ideal for leopard geckos, snakes, amphibians, invertebrates, and more

Perfect Accessory For:

Sapa Mossy Corner Hide
10” X 5.5” Fresh Green - 6/CS
759834 05370 5
Birdhouses & Hides
for large reptiles, birds & small mammals

IN TERRARIUMS
- Get wet to create a hide to aid in shedding and general humidity
- Keep dry as an attractive piece of decor for non-humid species
- Cut out bottom for easy access to the animal
- Ideal for leopard geckos, arboreal geckos, snakes, amphibians, invertebrates, and more

IN BIRDS
- Natural bird houses that provide safety and comfort
- Keep indoors for pet birds or outdoors for wild animals
- Can be used for small animals such as sugar gliders
- Remove the top of some of the larger bird house to create hanging planters

Perfect Accessory For:

- Plantable Maison Birdhouse
  9.5" x 10.5" - 6/CS
  Item 50756010

- Raindrop Birdhouse Hide
  10" x 13" - 6/CS
  Item 50756012

- Gourd Birdhouse Hide
  7.5" x 12" - 6/CS
  Item 50756013

- Maison Birdhouse Hide
  11" x 12" - 6/CS
  Item 50756014

- Bungalow Birdhouse Hide
  11" x 15" - 6/CS
  Item 50756015
A Bird Feeders

For birds

- Bird feeder that naturally attracts wildlife
- Sturdy material will last years outdoors
- Can be used as a hanging planter instead
Reptile Rope Ladder
for Tropical & Forest Tanks

- Can be cut, twisted, and molded to fit any terrarium
- Adds stimulation through climbing and exploring
- Great for chameleons, arboreal geckos, and smaller snakes

A Reptile Rope Ladder
for Tropical & Forest Tanks

14" x 30" - 6/CS
A Moss Mushroom
for Tropical & Forest Tanks

- Provide an interactive canopy that grants shelter, shade, and security
- Cut stem to create shorter platforms with a lower center of gravity
- Create a fairy garden by combining our Mossy Birdhouses, Stones, and Pillow Mosses
- Perfect for terrarium, yard, and house decor
- Pedestal for Geckos and Frogs

Item 50755271
- Reindeer Moss
- Sphagnum Moss
- Royal Pillow Moss
- Natural Stones
- Basking Bark

for Arid Environment Reptiles & Amphibians

- Reindeer Moss
- Royal Pillow Moss
- Sheet Moss
- Sphagnum Moss
- MossVine

for Humidity Loving Reptiles & Amphibians

Arid Terrarium Starter Kit
4.5 Qts Box - 6/CS

Humidity Terrarium Starter Kit
4.5 Qts Box - 6/CS

Item 50705350
Item 50705351